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 
Abstract—It is well-known that in an m-machine power system 
where each machine is represented by a second-order differential 
equation, the Jacobian of the system equation contains (m-1) pairs 
of conjugate eigenvalues and two real eigenvalues, including at 
least one zero. This letter proves that under the uniform damping 
condition, the dynamics associated with the two real eigenvalues 
do not have any impact on the dynamics associated with those 
complex eigenvalues. This conclusion is important to justify the 
use of the relative motions or center-of-inertia (COI) coordinate to 
analyze the rotor angle stability in a multi-machine power system. 
 
Index Terms—Relative motion, mean motion, power system, 
rotor angle stability, synchronism, center-of-inertia (COI) 
coordinate. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
LECTRIC power system is always operated around a 
synchronous frequency/speed, i.e. 50Hz/60Hz. Power 
system stability is the ability of an electric power system, 
for a given initial operating condition, to regain a state of 
operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical 
disturbances, with most system variables bounded so that 
practically the entire system remains intact [1]. Specifically, the 
rotor angle stability of the system refers to the ability of 
synchronous machines of an interconnected power system to 
remain in synchronism after being subjected to a disturbance 
[1]. The synchronism here is actually determined by the relative 
motions among the machines, this is the reason why the center-
of-inertia (COI) coordinate is always suggested for studying the 
rotor angle stability.  
This letter provides mathematical proof to justify why the use 
of the relative motions are sufficient to determine the rotor 
angle stability of a power system in classical model under the 
uniform damping condition.  
II. RELATIVE AND MEAN MOTIONS OF POWER SYSTEMS IN 
CLASSICAL MODEL 
Consider a general m-machine power system below [2]. 
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where i ∈{1,2,…,m}, δi, Pmi, Pei, Ei, Hi and Di respectively 
represent the absolute rotor angle, mechanical power, electrical 
power, electromotive force, the inertia constant and damping 
constant of machine i, and Gi, Cij, and Dij represent network 
parameters including loads modeled by constant impedances.  
Suppose that the system (1) has an asymptotically stable 
equilibrium point. It is well-known that the m-machine power 
system modeled by (1) has (m-1) pairs of conjugate complex 
eigenvalues, which respectively correspond to (m-1) oscillatory 
modes and represent the relative motions of the system,  and 
two real eigenvalues (including one zero eigenvalue) which 
represent the mean motion of the system [3]. To define the 
relative/mean motion, a few notations are presented first. 
Denote Δ=[δT Tδ ]Tas the state vector and rewrite (1) into the 
first-order representation as (3), where δ = [δ1, δ2,…, δm]T. Let 
its asymptotically stable equilibrium point be δs = [δs1, δs2,…, 
δsm]T. Then, calculate its Jacobian matrix J at δ = δs in (4) [4]. 
Without loss of generality, denote J’s (m-1) pairs of conjugate 
eigenvalues as λ2i-1 and λ2i (i = 1, 2,…, m-1) and its two real 
eigenvalues as λ2m-1 and λ2m. Let R and L be the matrices whose 
columns and rows are respectively J’s right and left 
eigenvectors. Assume R = L-1. Using matrix R or L as the linear 
coordinate transformation as shown in (9), we obtain the system 
model in the modal space as shown in (10), where Y = [y1, y2,…, 
y2m]T. Note that yi is associated with λi such that y2m-1 and y2m 
define the mean motion while all other yi for i=1, 2, …, 2m-2 
define the relative motions. 
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where 0 is an m×m zero matrix, I is an m×m identity matrix, M 
and N are m×m diagonal matrices shown below. Assume that 
the system has a uniform damping, i.e. Di/2Hi = Dj/2Hj = c for 
any i, j, where c is a constant.  
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III. UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIVE AND MEAN MOTIONS 
This section proposes the following two claims and presents 
their proofs, where all involved assumptions are first restated. 
 
Asm. 1: All machines are represented by 2nd-order model 
and all loads are represented by constant impedance. 
Asm. 2: The steady-state condition of the power system is an 
asymptotically stable equilibrium point. 
Asm. 3: The eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the m-machine 
power system contains (m-1) pairs of complex conjugate. 
Asm. 4: The power system has uniform damping. 
 
Claim 1: For the power system in (1)-(10), its mean motion 
does not have any impact on its relative motions. 
Claim 2: For the power system in (1)-(10), its relative 
motions can be represented by an (m-1)-oscillator system. 
(An N-oscillator system is a dynamical system whose Jacobian 
has all its eigenvalues with non-zero imaginary parts) 
 
Lemma 1.1: The sum of any column of matrix N is zero. 
Lemma 1.2: Matrix J has a zero eigenvalue and has another 
real eigenvalue equal to c. (Without loss of generality, let λ2m-
1 = 0 and λ2m = c). 
Lemma 1.3: In the right eigenvector r2m-1 = [r1,2m-1, r2,2m-1,…, 
r2m,2m -1]T, ri,2m-1 = rj,2m-1 holds for any i, j from {1, 2, …, m} 
and ri,2m-1 = 0 holds for any i from {m +1, m+ 2, …, 2m}. 
Lemma 1.4: In the right eigenvector r2m = [r1,2m, r2,2m,…, 
r2m,2m]T, ri,2m = rj,2m holds for any i, j from {1, 2, …, m} and 
ri,2m = rj,2m holds for any i, j from {m +1, m+ 2, …, 2m}. 
 
Proof of Lemma 1.1: Eq. (6) directly proves this lemma.     ■ 
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Proof of Lemma 1.2: By adding all rows of matrix N except for 
row i to its row i, a zero row vector will be obtained according 
to lemma 1.1. Thus, det(N) = 0 and we have (12), which shows 
that matrix J has a zero eigenvalue. Recall (5) and we have (13), 
which shows that c is an eigenvalue of J.  ■ 
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Proof of Lemma 1.3: Denote r2m-1,ang = [r1,2m-1, r2,2m-1,…, rm,2m -
1]T and r2m-1,spe = [rm+1,2m-1, rm+2,2m-1,…, r2m,2m-1]T, then r2m-1 = 
[rT2m-1,ang, rT2m-1,spe]T. Based on the definition of eigenvalue and 
right eigenvector and recall that λ2m-1 = 0, we obtain (14) and 
(15). The first equation in (15) shows that ri,2m-1 = 0 holds for 
any i from {m +1, m+ 2, …, 2m}. The second equation of (15) 
along with Lemma 1.1 shows that ri,2m-1 = rj,2m-1 holds for any i, 
j from {1, 2, …, m}.                 ■ 
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Proof of Lemma 1.4: Denote r2m,ang = [r1,2m, r2,2m,…, rm,2m]T and 
r2m,spe = [rm+1,2m, rm+2,2m,…, r2m,2m]T, then r2m = [rT2m,ang, 
rT2m,spe]T. Similarly, we obtain (16). Recall (5), the second 
equation of (16) becomes N r2m,ang = 0. Similar to (15) in lemma 
1.3, we have ri,2m = rj,2m holds for any i, j from {1, 2, …, m}. 
Thus, the first equation of (16) shows that ri,2m = rj,2m = c r1,2m 
holds for any i, j from {m +1, m+ 2, …, 2m}.        ■ 
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Proof of Claim 1: We only need to show that any relative 
motion, i.e. δi - δj, is independent of the mean motion, i.e. y2m-1 
and y2m. Let ra,b be the element of matrix R on row a and column 
b. Then, (17) is obtained from (9). Since ri,2m = rj,2m and ri,2m-1 = 
rj,2m-1 for any i, j by lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, then we have (18) and 
finish the proof.                   ■ 
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Lemma 2.1: In the left eigenvector li corresponding to a 
certain complex eigenvalue λi  as shown in (19), i.e. i=1,2, … 
or 2m-2, the sum of the first m elements is zero, i.e. (20) 
holds. 
T
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Lemma 2.2: For any i = 1,2,…, m, the electrical power of 
machine i, i.e. Pei in (2),does not depend on the mean motion. 
 
Proof of Lemma 2.1: Denote li,ang = [li,1, li,2,…, li,m]T and li,spe = 
[li,m+1, li,m+2,…, li,2m]T, then li = [lTi,ang, lTi,spe]T. Based on the 
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definition of eigenvalue and left eigenvector, we obtain (21) 
and (22). Recall (5), eliminate lTi,spe and obtain (23). The two 
sides of (23) are actually two column vectors, their sums should 
be equal, i.e. sum(LHS) = sum(RHS). Note that sum(LHS) = 0 
by lemma 1.1 as shown in (24).  Then, we have (25). Since λi is 
a complex eigenvalue which guarantees that λi (λi - c) ≠ 0, then 
we have proved the first equation in (20). With the second eq. 
of (22) we can similarly proof the second eq. in (20).     ■ 
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Proof of Lemma 2.2: This is obvious according to Claim 1. ■ 
 
Proof of claim 2: We only need to show that y2m-1 and y2m do 
not appear on any of the first (2m-2) elements on the right hand 
side of (12). First expand the expression of f as shown in (26). 
Then, for any i = 1,2, …, or 2m-2, the row i of (12) is shown in 
(27). Next, we only need to show the first and second terms in 
(27) do not depend on y2m-1 and y2m. Recall (9), the first term in 
(27) becomes (28) which is independent of y2m-1 and y2m, where 
lemmas 1.3, 1.4 and 2.1 have been applied. Similarly, the 
second term in (27) also does not depend on y2m-1 and y2m.   ■ 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
When any of the four assumptions in section III is not 
satisfied, claims 1 and 2 will not hold, neither. Especially, if 
assumption 4 is not satisfied, then lemmas 1.2, 1.4 and 2.1 will 
no longer hold. Any violation of the four assumptions will lead 
to two facts that (i) the mean motion of the power system will 
affect its relative motions; (ii) an error will be inevitably 
introduced in the rotor angle stability analysis if the mean 
motion is totally ignored.  
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